
wiet 1 conUnumg vlgilance to ensure that the secunty of the alliance was not. adverse
an i{1 affected. It was also accepted that there should be a continuing effort on the

ç f part of inembers of NATO to find political solutions for the problems of the

I a^^ region which would help to ensure its peaceful evolution.

U. r^
liic uuulbiclS agreeu mat, wnue me Jovlet action in l.zecnoslovaKla Qla

1 not constitute a direct threat to NATO, the uncertainties regarding future Soviet
g;n intentions could not be ignored. The communiqué therefore reaffinned the

III F determination of their governments to defend members of the alliance against

r;r nt t "Y armed attack, in accordance with the North Atlantic Treaty. It also observed

Fr,r^ Pl' t that ""-Y Soviet intervention directly or indirectly affecting the situation in Europe

witht or in the Mediterranean would create an international crisis with grave

enrh { ] wu^eyu^ uwn.

it-; I, Tt was considered that, in view of the new situation created in Eastern

lercdit ] Europe, certain improvements in the military forces available to NATO would

nr ,^cf ,be desirable. The nature and extent of these improvements were discussed in

,nj , the Defence Planning Committee and the Minister of National Defence will be►pe-

y fe lt^ describing that discussion to you in more detail.

d`e! I should like to emphasize, however, that the limited improvements envisaged

Nhi, h^ for NATO's forces could not by any stretch of the imagination be considered

^terial' provocative or an escalation of the arms race. Their immediate military purpose

was to improve the ability of the alliance to cope with the uncertainties of the

,,tic n^ period ahead resulting from recent Soviet action. Behind this, they served the

ial st larger political purpose of demonstrating to Soviet leaders that recourse to force

if it in solving European problems was unproductive; that the reaction which it

ri-11 ct ,would inevitably generate could only serve to complicate rather than ease the

I- j ]solution of present or future problems.n t 1z
Pr WI n aw.u.S a%.a.cYLcu wc icyuucuicuL w 111iliuialu ajJI71VpilülG uClenees, tne

} ministers underlined with equal emphasis their unanimous view that détente

UUJt
mr n° actlon in l:zecnoslovakla had senously set back hopes of settling the outstanding

atio^ problems which divided Europe, but it was acknowledged that solutions for

witk ^these problems, together with progress in arms control and disarmament, were

essential elements in establishing a situation of lasting peace. In my own

çIstatement to the Council, I expressed the importance which Canada attachednci )l^ j
ularl^ ^to continuing progress in the field of arms control and disarmament. I expressed

the hope that the Non-Proliferation Treatwould not become a casualtof thet c, n^ 1 y y
events in Czechoslovakia and urged that early action be taken by all concerned

cla.e: ^^o bring the Treaty into force as soon as possible. I also indicated our desire

cu-it
to

of th

see the important discussions between the United States and the Soviet
9 .j nion on the limitation and reduction of offensive and defensive strategic arms

ada. begin as soon as possible.

,
The ministers agreed that continuing attention should be devoted by thean;a

quiré alliance to arms control and disarmament so that progress could be resumed

remained as the long-term goal of the alliance. It was agreed that the Soviet
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